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Switzerland has around 4000 shooting ranges polluted sites.
Overall, an estimated 25 tons of ammunition - associated Sb and
200 tons of Pb are shot every year. Whereas Pb contamination
can be managed by lime or phosphate addition, Sb leaching from
soils into ground and surface waters represents an environmental
problem. However, mechanisms leading to Sb leaching are not
fully understood.

In contrast to trivalent Sb (antimonite), pentavalent Sb
(antimonate) has a moderate affinity to sorb to soil Fe and Mn
hydr(oxides). During water logging, soils can become anoxic,
favoring reductive dissolution of Fe and Mn phases, mobilizing
sorbed antimonate. However, moderately reducing conditions are
also conducive to the microbial reduction of antimonate to
antimonite, aiding the adsorption-driven sequestration of Sb. The
interplay and balance between multiple reductive reactions thus
ultimately controls Sb mobility [1]. Since several redox reactions
can occur simultaneously it is difficult to assess their individual
contribution to Sb fate.

Continuous-stirred-tank bioreactors were operated as “redox-
stats” to elucidate individually the contribution of reductive
processes in shooting range soils. [2] More specifically, the
redox potential was set to ≥ 450 mV which made Fe and Sb
reduction not thermodynamically favoured and thus allowed us
to quantify the impact of Mn reduction on Sb mobilization. Sb
speciation was accessed by LC – ICP – MS, whereas total
dissolved metal (Sb, Pb, Mn, Fe) concentrations were measured
by ICP-MS. Dissolved organic matter (DOM) was determined by
TOC analysis. Ultimately, Sb and Pb mobilization were
correlated to dissolved Mn, Fe and DOM. A sequential extraction
of soil was performed at the beginning and upon termination of
the experiment to assess metal bioavailability. Preliminary
results underscore clear links between Sb and Mn hydr(oxide)
reductive dissolution, while suggesting a minor/subordinated role
of Fe.
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